Drifter trailer

A truly custom build off-road overland expidition camper. Mattress not included For more
information email me or check out The best in light weight heavy duty overlanding campersThe
Drifter DT58 5x Something you don't see every day. I build these. This one I built for myself. I do
have it for sale. Will consider trades. Boats, Jeeps, Large Enclosed Trailer ect. What do you
have. Can be a partial trade or even trade. Please only offer trades worth the same unless you
intend on adding Selling my teardrop camper it was built in I am selling as I don't use it very
often anymore. It is built on top of a custom frame from from Texas Trailer supply, derived from
a 5'x8' utility trailer. The trailer has axles with electronic trailer brakes. All lighting, for both the
road a This is a nice hanging storage locker made by Carefree to hang inside the empty slot in
the roller and most awning brands. Unused in original packaging. Is your RV collecting dust?
Sitting all alone in storage or outside in the driveway? Then look no further contact Alan
Dulberger, Consignment Buster!!! Sit back and relax, we do it all for you! Plus it i Email Poster
Message. The Drifter, by Seattle, Washington-based Drift House Campers, may appeal to those
seeking a small and inexpensive trailer for weekend getaways. It boasts a bed, kitchen area,
some storage space, and optional off-grid extras. The Drifter is on the smaller side and
measures just 8 x 5 ft 2. It sits on inch wheels and is finished in marine-grade aluminum and
cedar wood. Drift House Campers also says the trailer is well-insulated for all seasons, but
we've no information on what kind of insulation it actually features. We'll update you when we
find out. Inside, the layout is simple and includes a Murphy-style bed, full-height closet, under
bed storage, and a tiny kitchen area with sink and faucet â€” but no burner. Outside, there's a
small storage chest, a holder for skis, snowboards, etc, and tie-on connections for attaching
more gear. A standard electric and water hookup is also installed. Access comes in the form of
a single door and a pair of double-pane windows offer natural light and ventilation. Optional
extras include a bike rack, spare wheel, extra storage, a pull-out awning, and a toilet tent. The
firm also offers some modest off-grid goodies in the form of a battery and solar panel package,
and solar-powered lighting. Update Oct 7 : On the subject of insulation, Drift House Campers
says "We use Energy Star rated rigid insulation that is moisture resistant and made from fully
recycled materials. The campers are insulated all around, including the floor. Source: Drift
House Campers. LOG IN. Menu HOME. Search Query Submit Search. Tiny Houses. Facebook
Twitter Flipboard LinkedIn. The Drifter sits on inch wheels and is finished in marine-grade
aluminum and cedar wood. View 12 Images. The Drifter trailer measures 8 x 5 ft 2. The Drifter
sits on inch tires. The Drifter trailer sits on inch wheels and is finished in marine-grade
aluminum and cedar wood. The Drifter measures just 8 x 5 ft 2. The firm also offers some
modest off-grid goodies in the form of a battery and solar panel package and solar-powered
lighting. The Drifter is finished in marine-grade aluminum and weather-proofed cedar wood. The
trailer is pretty well stocked for its size and price. The trailer is pretty well stocked for its size
and price Drift House Campers. Tags Tiny Houses Camping trailers. Adam Williams. Adam
scours the globe from his home in Spain in order to bring the best of innovative architecture
and sustainable design to the pages of New Atlas. Most of his spare time is spent dabbling in
music, tinkering with old Macintosh computers and trying to keep his even older VW bus on the
road. Sign in to post a comment. Please keep comments to less than words. No abusive
material or spam will be published. Nik October 5, AM. This trailer has all the aerodynamics of a
brick, and worse, due to the recessed sides. These same recessed sides probably waste an
estimated eight square feet of floor space. Towing it in strong side winds could be a serious
problem, as the wind would catch under the overhangs, and cause stability and steering
problems. The facilities are so minimal, that I really cant see any good reason to tow all that
extra mass around, when a tent and a camping table would achieve much the same effect.
Related Stories. Load More. Most Viewed. The Gen 3 has a large storage box built into the
trailer. This box has a door on both sides for easy access to your gear. You can fit a large slide
and fridge in this box. All Gen 3 trailers come with our custom RotoPax mount with one 2 gallon
gas jug and one 2 gallon water jug. Front box rack has built-in jack storage mounts and adds
lost or outside storage to the trailer. Great way to carry extra gear on the trail Includes jack
mounts and upgrades all jacks to drop-leg jacks movable for storage Requires purchase of the
front storage box. The exoskeleton will give you the option of a full-length roof rack system and
multiple options for added accessories. This rack system will be great for longer items such as
kayaks, small boats, and much more. Add a window to one door. Door windows are sold each.
This is our standard door with an optional window installed. You will have the looks of our Gen
3 with the extra storage as well. The Max Coupler will allow your trailer to go places it has never
been! The tri-axis design allows the trailer to follow along on any trail you decide to travel.
Sometimes referred to as the "silent hitch", it isolates any shock load with our polyurethane
bushing made specifically for us by Energy Suspension. The tight tolerances do not allow any
build-up of inertia to crash into the back of the tow vehicle and make it feel as though it is one

unit instead of a vehicle with a trailer. It makes it easy to forget you are towing something and
enjoy the scenery! Add Timbren 4" lift independent suspension to your trailer. Increase ground
clearance with Timbren Axle-Less suspension. This suspension provides a great ride on and
off-road. Paint and bed liner on the frame and trim parts. Add a more rugged industrial look to
the camper. Looks great. Black is standard but many colors available at no extra charge. The
picture is to show color and texture only. This portable solar charging system lets you place the
solar panel where you need it for maximum sunlight. The foldable watt panel provides DC power
to charge your RV's batteries. Includes adapters to suit your battery connection. Specs:
Applications: 12V and 24V battery systems The solar panel rated power: 90 watts Amperage:
Solar panel output: 4. You can connect your camper to a line running from your house to keep
the batteries topped. Most campgrounds will have an electrical outlet at your campsite. While
plugged in you will be able to use your volt accessories without draining your batteries. The
Volt system not included. With our volt package, you can choose either single or dual batteries.
These provide your camper with a source of power when no external power is available. The
battery or batteries can run the lights, fan, phone, or laptop chargers or other 12 volt
accessories in the camper. LED work lights on the roof rack Two lights per side Total of four
lights Great for gathering firewood or just lighting up the camp Not designed as an add on, only
available during build. Transit bag and remote included. Custom RotoPax Mounts Two
containers and two mounts on the rear of the trailer Non-Locking mounts Comes with one water
and one gas container. Both are 2 gallons. Reserve fuel tank. We are offering a reserve tank and
fuel transfer systems for our trailers. The Gallon gas tank under trailer chassis is protected by a
heavy-duty skid plate. Includes pump, filter, and transfer nozzle mounted in a custom steel
tongue box. These are perfect for refueling while off-grid. Face it running out of gas sucks. This
will make it suck a lot less. Systems include one tank, tank mount, 1 quick connection port for a
stove at right side fender. Additional tanks and port installations are available. Includes one 5
pound propane tank, tank mount, wall mounted thermostat, safety, warmth, and comfort. Solar
charged aluminum battery box with a second battery. Replaces the standard plastic battery box.
Gen 3 5x8. Below is what's included with your Gen 3 5x8 Body:. Rack and Baskets:. Request A
Quote Gen 3 5x8. Location: GA. Hwy 21 N, Springfield, GA Pickup Georgia Only Delivery. Zip
Code. Requires roof rack. Post Ad Log In. Price Set. Top Sites rvtrader. Offered 13 Wanted.
Create Alert. Dometic 2. No boundaries, aerodynamic design, full off-grid solar charging system
included. Elusive Trailers are designed to capture and store renewable solar energy to keep you
off the grid for longer. Discover the freedom of camping, traveling and living off grid; escape to
the coast or the mountains without worrying about where the next plug in Description: Built
with the explorer in mind. Discover the freedom of camping, traveling and living off grid; escape
to the coast or the mountains without worrying about where the next plug in is. Why buy a
typical van when you can build it yourself? Drifter Vans can customize your dream van so you
can hit the road in style! We ll help you design and create a campervan that is perfect for
weekend escapes, a cross-country adventure, or an endless life on the road. Built in the Motor
City and shipped across North America. Why buy a typical van when you can have one custom
built for you? Drifter Vans can customize your dream campervan so you can hit the road in
style! Why buy a typical van when you can have a custom on built for you? Discover the
freedom of camping, traveling and living off grid; escape to the coast or the mountains without
worrying about where the next plug i Several very similar results were not displayed. Show All.
Well help you design and create a campervan that is perfect for weekend escapes, a
cross-country adventure, or an endless life on the road. If youre Why buy a typical van when
you can one custom built for you? Built in Detroit and shipped anywhere in North America. Why
buy a typical van when you have a custom van built for you? Your Listing Here. Post Ad. Great
way to carry extra gear on the trail Includes jack mounts and upgrades all jacks to drop-leg
jacks movable for storage Requires purchase of the front storage box. The exoskeleton will give
you the option of a full-length roof rack system and multiple options for added accessories.
This rack system will be great for longer items such as kayaks, small boats, and much more.
Add a window to one door. Door windows are sold each. This is our standard door with an
optional window installed. You will have the looks of our Gen 3 with the extra storage as well.
The Max Coupler will allow your trailer to go places it has never been! The tri-axis design allows
the trailer to follow along on any trail you decide to travel. Sometimes referred to as the "silent
hitch", it isolates any shock load with our polyurethane bushing made specifically for us by
Energy Suspension. The tight tolerances do not allow any build-up of inertia to crash into the
back of the tow vehicle and make it feel as though it is one unit instead of a vehicle with a
trailer. It makes it easy to forget you are towing something and enjoy the scenery! Add Timbren
4" lift independent suspension to your trailer. Increase ground clearance with Timbren
Axle-Less suspension. This suspension provides a great ride on and off-road. Paint and bed

liner on the frame and trim parts. Add a more rugged industrial look to the camper. Looks great.
Black is standard but many colors available at no extra charge. The picture is to show color and
texture only. This portable solar charging system lets you place the solar panel where you need
it for maximum sunlight. The foldable watt panel provides DC power to charge your RV's
batteries. Includes adapters to suit your battery connection. Specs: Applications: 12V and 24V
battery systems The solar panel rated power: 90 watts Amperage: Solar panel output: 4. You
can connect your camper to a line running from your house to keep the batteries topped. Most
campgrounds will have an electrical outlet at your campsite. While plugged in you will be able to
use your volt accessories without draining your batteries. The Volt system not included. With
our volt package, you can choose either single or dual batteries. These provide your camper
with a source of power when no external power is available. The battery or batteries can run the
lights, fan, phone, or laptop chargers or other 12 volt accessories in the camper. LED work
lights on the roof rack Two lights per side Total of four lights Great for gathering firewood or
just lighting up the camp Not designed as an add on, only available during build. Transit bag
and remote included. Custom RotoPax Mounts Two containers and two mounts on the rear of
the trailer Non-Locking mounts Comes with one water and one gas container. Both are 2
gallons. Reserve fuel tank. We are offering a reserve tank and fuel transfer systems for our
trailers. The Gallon gas tank under trailer chassis is protected by a heavy-duty skid plate.
Includes pump, filter, and transfer nozzle mounted in a custom steel tongue box. These are
perfect for refueling while off-grid. Face it running out of gas sucks. This will make it suck a lot
less. Systems include one tank, tank mount, 1 quick connection port for a stove at right side
fender. Additional tanks and port installations are available. Includes one 5 pound propane tank,
tank mount, wall mounted thermostat, safety, warmth, and comfort. Solar charged aluminum
battery box with a second battery. Replaces the standard plastic battery box. Primal Outdoors
4x8. Below is what's included with your Primal Outdoors 4x8 Body:. Rack and Baskets:.
Request A Quote Primal Outdoors 4x8. Location: GA. Hwy 21 N, Springfield, GA Pickup Georgia
Only Delivery. Zip Code. Requires roof rack. The IMDb editors have selected the films they're
most excited to see in Have you added these movies to your Watchlist? Browse our picks.
Check out our gallery of the Golden Globe nominees in the leading and supporting acting
categories, as the characters they so brilliantly played and in real life. See the full gallery.
Search for " The Drifter " on Amazon. The Drifter tells the story of a uniquely troubled man,
Chris Thatcher, who finds himself on a downward spiral induced by the dark memories of his
past. In his search for purpose, the drifter spends his days and long nights on the open road,
desperate to erase the haunting images that lurk deep within his mind. One evening, Chris finds
refuge from the highway's cadence in a small southern town and decides to make himself at
home. While in his temporary haven, he unexpectedly crosses paths with an old acquaintance
who is quickly entertained by the uneasiness that Chris exudes. The darker his memories grow,
the closer he walks to the fine line between man and monster. Written by Anonymous. Sign In.
Get a sneak peek of the new version of this page. Keep track of everything you watch; tell your
friends. Full Cast and Crew. Release Dates. Official Sites. Company Credits. Technical Specs.
Plot Summary. Plot Keywords. Parents Guide. External Sites. User Reviews. User Ratings.
External Reviews. Metacritic Reviews. Photo Gallery. Trailers and Videos. Crazy Credits.
Alternate Versions. Rate This. In his search for purpose, the Director: Craig Calamis. Watch on
Prime Video included with Prime. Added to Watchlist. Our Most Anticipated Movies of Related
Items. Share this Rating Title: The Drifter 5. Use the HTML below. You must be a registered user
to use the IMDb rating plugin. The Drifter Bruce Jarman Steven Amanda Powell Layla Fred
Lasday Reni Enrico Marcellino Devin Danielle Alagna Lisa Corey Calamis Tim Jack McAllister
Marcus Lee Karlinsky Dustin Michael Lane Convenience Store Owner Melissa Eaton Motel
Guest Ashleigh Miller Nola Zachary Miller Chris Jayvo Scott Motel Guest Savino Bellini Edit
Storyline The Drifter tells the story of a uniquely troubled man, Chris Thatcher, who finds
himself on a downward spiral induced by the dark memories of his past. Add the first question.
Edit Details Official Sites: Official site. Country: USA. Language: English. Runtime: 96 min.
Color: Color. Edit page. Clear your history. Convenience Store Owner. Diner Patron. The tare
and ball weight will change depending on the drawbar layout and accessories fitted to your
camper. Please discuss with a member of the Cub sales team prior to purchase. The Drifter II is
the only Australian Made double fold camper trailer on the market and the designers at Cub
have taken cues from across their range to create the ultimate family camper trailer. The Drifter
II combines the comforts and space of a caravan with the functionality of a camper trailer. Once
you have chosen the right camper for your adventures you can then choose one of our travel
packs and add popular options to suit your travelling needs. We have put some of our popular
options into Cub Travel Packs so that you can get the options you need at a great price. Other
options have also been listed and can be added individually and priced per option. Call us on

Camping. Please leave this field empty. Drifter II. Created with Sketch. Up to 6 People The tare
and ball weight will change depending on the drawbar layout and accessories fitted to your
camper. Interested In. Contact Number. I would like to receive email updates regarding
promotions and Cub News. Want to know more? Contact Us Call us on Camping. From our high
ground clearance go-anywhere off-grid Drifter model to our fully equipped tiny cabin on
wheelsâ€¦ our trailers are built for adventure. Elusive Trailers are designed to capture and store
renewable solar energy to keep you off the grid for longer. Discover the freedom of camping,
traveling and living off grid; escape to the coast or the mountains without worrying about where
the next plug in is. The best trailer for your unplugged adventures. Capture renewable solar
energy, reduce your carbon footprint and explore more. Escape to the great outdoors with no
boundaries. We have put a lot of planning and testing to build the best off-grid trailer for our
customers. Whether you want to explore the backroads, or even have a tiny cabin in your back
yard or as a vacation home away from home. Elusive Trailer Company builds an off-grid trailer
handcrafted with the eco-conscious explorer in mind. Feb Cedar siding : an option available on
our Cabin and Lo-Pro Cabin models. This custom cedar sided Lo-Pro Cabin will be headed to
remote off-grid private property in the PNW for a full time family of 4. Which do you prefer? The
sleek modern look of corrugated aluminum or the rustic cabin feel of cedar siding? Home or
home away from home? Elusive Trailers has the right trailer for you whether you are a full-timer
or weekend adventurer! An adventure is always a good idea. Feb 9. Feb 2. A little peek behind
the scenes for your feed. Stayton, Oregon. GDPR Agreement: I consent to having this website
store my submitted information so they can respond to my inquiry. Go to Top. The IMDb editors
have selected the films they're most excited to see in Have you added these movies to your
Watchlist? Browse our picks. Visit our Black History Month section. Search for " Drifter " on
Amazon. A mysterious drifter hides out in a vacant house much to the realtor's chagrin. The
Drifter is losing his mind with bloody consequences for handymen, painters and others who
show up at the house, but why? A fun b-horror ride filled with blood, guts and hot chicks!
Written by Joe Sherlock. Sign In. Get a sneak peek of the new version of this page. Keep track
of everything you watch; tell your friends. Full Cast and Crew. Release Dates. Official Sites.
Company Credits. Technical Specs. Plot Summary. Plot Keywords. Parents Guide. External
Sites. User Reviews. User Ratings. External Reviews. Metacritic Reviews. Photo Gallery. Trailers
and Videos. Crazy Credits. Alternate Versions. Rate This. The Drifter is losing his mind with
bloody consequences for handymen, painters and others who show up at the Director: Joe
Sherlock. Writer: Joe Sherlock. Added to Watchlist. Our Most Anticipated Movies of Celebrate
Black History Month. Oregon Films. Horror Movies By Year - Related Items. Share this Rating
Title: Drifter 7. Use the HTML below. You must be a registered user to use the IMDb rating
plugin. Photos Add Image Add an image Do you have any images for this title? Edit Cast
Credited cast: Dave Bowers Lot Attendant John Bowker Ken Sonya Davis The Monster Shawna
Dedek Lynn Michael Hegg Angus Emily Howard Myrtle Richard Johnson Don Bryn Kristi Susan
Sabrina Larivee Terrie Stephanie Lunceford Mary Ellen Rob Merickel Reggie Roxxy Mountains
Kat Bob Olin Drifter Kirk Sardonis Ralph Connor Sherlock Edit Storyline A mysterious drifter
hides out in a vacant house much to the realtor's chagrin. Genres: Horror. Edit Did You Know?
Add the first question. Country: USA. Language: English. Runtime: 75 min. Color: Color. Edit
page. Clear your history. Lot Attendant. The all aluminum construction and lightweight camper
built for whatever you can throw at it! From concept to reality, establishing our business,
setting up our new shop, and securing a patent pending design â€” we have made many
refinements over the last year of beta testing and are incredibly excited to launch Vagabond
Outdoors. Goose-Gear Interior System. Remember me Log in. Lost your password? Add to
Wishlist. Entire truck bed is unobstructed when sleeping platform extension is retracted.
Concealed lift struts. Waterproof tent with 3 windows. Cab drop-down window and rear glass ha
dodge caliber
toyota caldina wiring diagram
mercedes repair manual online
tch. High-density 2 piece mattress with cover. Lower 2 color interior light with dimmer switch.
LED third brake light and wiring. Concealed wire tray. Three stainless steel hinges. Camper
attachment clamps and bulb seal gasket. Sealed panel connections. Attaches to truck bed with
aluminum clamps and triple bulb seal. Roof Single piece design reinforced with aluminum
extruded awning tube. Insulated with durable ceiling panel. Lift struts are concealed and
protected with roof in travel position. Three heavy- duty stainless steel hinges. Stainless steel
adjustable and lockable draw hasps. Tent Waterproof, durable, 18 oz. Large zippered side and
rear window. Durable screen fabric. Clear vinyl side windows. Mesh and blackout curtains on
three sides. Attached with Keder rope and extruded awning track for water, wind, and dust

resistance. Sleeping Platform Extension panel retracts to cab wall for full use of living space.
Removable for complete open space option. Related products. Quick View.

